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Every lawsuit is a potential drama:
a story of conflict, often with victims
and villains, leading to justice done
or denied. Yet a great deal, ifnot all,
that we learn about the most notew-orthy of lawsuits
- the truly great
cases
comes from reading the opinion of an appellate court, written by
ajudge who never saw the parties of
the case, who rvorked at a time and
a place far removed from the events

that gave rise to litigation. We focus
on "the facts ofthe case," as described
in a judge's opinion, and then we describe the rvay the court applied the
law to such facts as doctrine, hardly

pausing to note the irony of this ea
cathedra image, smacking of infallibility. Rarely do we admit that the
official factual account contained in
an appellate opinion may have only
the most tenuous relationship to the
events that actually led the parties to
court. The complex stories turning on small facts, seemingly- trivial
circumstances, and inter-contingent
events

-

fade away as the "case" takes

on a life of its own as it leaves the
court ofappeals.
Developments in legal scholarship

pose a challenge to our continued
near-exclusive reliance on a court's
version ofthe "facts." The last 2O years
have seen a Lrencl toward increased
emphasis on "stories" as a feature of
legal teaching and scholarship.l The

legal bibliography describing rhis
trend now encompasses volumes
ranging from constitutional law to
tax law, with everl,thing in between.2
Health law teachers can take advantage of these developments, and their
classes can enrich health larv students'
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learning by increasing exposure ro
the factual context of the cases we
study. As one proponent ofthis onthe-ground analysis of cases declares,

|agl A. Lombardo, J.D., P_!.p.,

"To the extent that law is taught and
received as a set ofabstract rules, one
can safely remain at a distance from
the significance of a ruling to the par-

ties, the greater community and the
legal system."3 If she is coriect, then
health law teachers can use law stories
as another tool in makins students
more aware of the human faclors that
shape every piece oflitigation and of
the law's resulting force in individual
people's lives.

The "legal stories" movement has
given rise to a wide-ranging debate,
with some proponents of the "narrative" method trumpeting its importance, while others question the
value of whaI they characterize as
emotive, non-logical, personalized
(and sometimes fictional) exposition
as a vehicle for understandins the

law.a I refer to that discussioi not
to enter the fray, but merely to note
that it has not happened in a vacuum.

While legal scholars have debated
the value of "law stories," other disciplines have gone through similar
ferment. The fields of biomedical
ethics and medical humanities have
seen a burgeoning literature in the

area

of "narrative medicine" that

uses the skills of

storltelling, along

with attention to literary

genres

incorporating m).th, legend, and the
personal essay to better understand

the relationships of patients

and

their doctors and to enrich the clinical practice of medicine.s Similarly.

some anthropologists have explaine-d
the value of "thick description"6 as a

method of teasing out telling detail
that will help us understand the context in which otherwise inexplicable
behavior occurs, and as un unl.ido[e to
mechanistic theories of human activity. Bioethicists, literary scholars,
anthropologists, and others often use
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"thick description" as one strategy in
pursuit of a more textured narrative.T
Many scholars in the U.S. legal
academy today are pursuing a simi-

lar strategy in their u'ork. Judith

\{aute and Deborah Threedy call this
type of work "legal archaeology."s 1,
depends on using a more expanded
set of source documents than those
most commonly referenced in legal
scholarship, in an attempt to unearth

rvhere scholars ofall kinds can redis-

trial that exists.lo Use of the tran-

cover the stories behind the cases
we study. Most of these sources are
now available oniine or can be readily accessed in the public document
depositories described in the literature noted belorv.

script also allowed Garror,v to correct
the faulty impressions of other commentators who suggested that Griswold was one of "two doctors." oresumably male.rl
For other cases, key portions ofthe

details of events that resulted in
important litigation and to move

The best starting point for doing legal
archaeology is the case record itself.
We all begin our investigation of cases

beyond the appellate opinion. Doing

by reading an appellate opinion.

With

printed record could inciude material from discovery such as affidavits, interrogatories, and deposition
transcripts. It could also reveal the
complaint that initiated the case,
transcripts of preliminary hearings,
and interim court orders, along with

legal archaeology helps us understand

some extra effort, u'e can retrieve the

the context of seminal cases more
completely, and it helps students
develop a healthy skepticisrn about
"the facts as stated, and constantly

documentary exhibits and other evi-

records and briefs that thejudges rejied on as theyr'vrote that opinion. Of
course, the case record that is printed
for submission to an appellate tribunal will include only a small portion
of the documents that make up the
lawsuit's paper trail. Yet even in the
excerpted form in which they often

dence, such as photos. These documents provide insights to the identities of parties, witnesses, and public
officials, along with actual comments
they made during the legal process.
The "story" of any case is made infi-

ask whether the court's decision was
based upon assumptions about the
facts which could not withstand care-

ful scrutiny."s

Official Case Files: Briefs and
Records

appear, those documents can pro-

A Method for Doing Legal
Archaeology
In this article, I explain how nontraditional sources can form the basis
for doing legal archaeology in health
law, and offer a small toolkit to ease
the way. There was a time not too far
in the past when this kind of schol-

arship was a costly and time-consuming habit, feasible only for legal
historians or other specialisis. With
the advent of digital document formats and Internet access, that has
changed. Completing the most thoroughjob offerreting out all the details
related to the unpublished history of
a case will still require a significant
time commitment, but doing a reasonable job of discovering additional
details of the "story" that gave rise
to that case is well within the reach

of most people teaching health law.
Students are also up to the task, as I
note regularly in the seminar I teach
entitled "Great Cases in Bioethics." I
require every student in that class to
make an hour-long class presentation
and then produce a paper based on
the kind of sources I describe in this
article. With only a brief introduction to this method, the students rise
to the challenge admirably.
In the rest ofthis article, I describe

several types of source documents
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nitely richer by access to the

case

record, and the perspectives of many
more peopie n'ho played roles in the

Health law teachers can use law stories as another
tool in making students more aware of the human
factors that shape every piece of litigation and of
the law's resulting force in individual people's lives.
mgiad of factual details about
a case that one would never have
suspected from reading the opinion

r.'ide a

alone. The facts, and the ways they
may be emphasized and used in an
opinion to support a court's conclusion, can take on an entireiy different
cast when retrieved from documents
like a trial transcript.
In older cases, the transcript may
be the only tangible record of reievant comments by a party to the case.
For example, David Garrow describes

how Estel]e Griswold conducted
herself at the short trial that led to a
Supreme Court decision in Grisuold

Connecticut. In his magisterial
study of reproductive rights, Liberty
and Seft:uality: The Right to Priaacy
and the Making of Roe a. Wade, Garz:.

row was able to tell that story because
he located the transcript of the case
- the only verbatim account of the

dispute leading to the lawsuit become
available. The case record also contains briefs written on appeal, which
mayyield other obscure factual mate-

rial, and will certainly show how

those facts were emphasized by the
attorneys who argued the case. Briefs
also often remind us of the source of
arguments that make their rvay into a
court's opinion.

Much of the material contained
in the case record is now filed electronically, and for recent cases, may
be available on the Web. But even for
most pre-Internet cases, finding the
proper repository for all these records
is not difficult. Avisit to your school's
reference librarian with couies of the
articles referenced here should get

you started.l2 You may also want
to refer to similar material already
online, provided by authors of "sto-
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ries" texts as digital suppiements to
their published lvork.13
Case records are only one source
of details you can use ro reconstruct
a case. Once you have retrieved the
record along r,rith the various
."t.fl
bnefs, vou will be ready to supple_

ment your story r,vith other tvoes
of documents. Vintage ;ournaiistic
accounts are a rich source of narra^
tive detaii, and they are becoming
rncreasrngly more accessible as nelvs_

papers are converted into an elec_
tronic resource.

via the usuai legal documents. The
news accounts of Jacobson which
they..locared also highlighted _ in
treadllnes
an important detail of

tlre case neglected
mentators

a,s

by many legal com_
r.vell as by judges who

relied on the vaccination case as prec_

edent. Reverend Henning Jacotson
rvas not subject io forced viccination.

but rnerell-io a five dollar fine for fail_
ing to make himself available for the
preventive inocuiation.rs Similarlv. I

was.abie to lind reportage on the tiial
ol the enignratic Marl Schloenclorff

Institutional and Administrative

Records

The annual reports of hospitals or
other publicly supported iacilities

such as prisons, asylums, and universities sometimes described the back_
ground of larvsuits in which those in_

stitutions were involved. published
reports of government or private
agencies ma; contain surprising de_

tails that help to explain the otheiwise
undisclosed stories buried in a historv
of Iitigafion. Agency reports a.e
lusi

one ofthe manytlpes of

so.,..er..li"d

Doing legal archaeology helps us understand the
context of seminal cases
more completely, and it helps students develop a healthy
rr."ptfuirm about*the
facts as stated, and constanily ask whether the court's
decision was based upon
assumptions about the facts which could not withstand
careful scrutiny.,i
Ncn'spapers and Magazines
The most obvious place to lookfor case
accounts is in a newspaper. Some na_
tronal newspapers like the New york
Iimcs have recenlly made their en_
tire historicaI print run
- lrom tg5t
to the present
available
online at
no cost,la while others have deposited

their archives in a central database
for subscribers.l5 Many other news_
papers are scanning in past issues

and posting them online for access at
a very reasonable price.ro One of the

most extensive collections of regional

and local news archives contJinins

material from over 7OO United State;
tou.ns and cities is availabie online at
a monthly or annual fee.r7 The nes,s_
papers in that collection span editions
printed as early as the Colonial era.

Though less immediately accessible,
archived copies of many newspapers
may also be found in their oiieinal
form or preserved on microfilm"and
available through libraries.rs

The centennial reflections

on

Jacobson o. Massechuseffs by authors

Wendl' Parmet. Richard Gtodman,
and Amy Farber showed ho\1. a verv
old nervspaper story could provide
details of a landmark public health

rn a newspaper article. The account
of her famous case that health law
teachers remember by Benjamin
Cardozo's opinion also contained the

oniy known image of Schloendorff.
made by a courtroom illustrator.20

Professional Journals

Most people who do research in
health law regularly use professional

journals from medical or scientific
disciplines. Copies of those same
journals and their archived, earlier

counterparts are quickly being made
available online also. They
b" un
"un
important source of commentary
on
older health iaw cases. fhe
"tS'iOR

database, now lvidely provided

throrrgh unir.ersiiy libraries. coniains
back issues of hundreds of academic
and professional journals.zr Manv

lgth- and early-2oth-cenl ury medicai

journals can be accessed thioush the
American Periodicals Series TApSl
digital archive.22 For example, teach_
ers of menlai health larv can find cletails on the trial of cir.il-commitment
reformer Elizabeth packard through
the APS archi'e'23

case concerning comptrlsorv r.accina_

tion

-

detaiis not readiil:ai-aiiable
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on by the laie James Harveyyoung in

his erploration ofearlyfooj and diue
cases. Using such documents, youni
recounied the roles of the Arnericai
Medical Association, the Secretary

of Agriculture, and the Food ani

Drug Adrninistration in cases like the
"Great Coca-Cola Trial of t9tr,,,which
involved a challenge to the ingredi_
ents contained in the farnous Ameri_
can "brain-tonic."2a

Material Generated bythe parties
or Their Lawyers
Sometimes. unwilling

to Iet others
teli their stories. the protagonists
from our great cases step out ofth"i,

roles as witnesses or previously in_
r.isible litigants and write their ou,n

accolrnts. Their lawyers may also
become authors, gir-ing personul p".spectii'es on howlhe cases plaredbut.
Many books rvritten in this vLin and
describing famous health law cases
have appeared recently. These books

provide first-person reflections on
litigation and its aftermath, told from
a r.'antage

point far removed from the

judicial chambers where opinions
are born. Examples include Norma
McCorvey's report of her life as the
pseudonymous Jane Roe in Roe r:.
Wade,25 Bill Colby's memoir as larv_
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yer fbr Nancy Cruzan,26 and Kenneth

Donaldson's version of O'Connor

a.

Donaldson, his ovm case challenging
the civil commitment of the mentallv
ill.27

Press,2OO6) and F. Mullan, E. Ficklen,
and K. Rubin, eds.. Narrati.oe Ma.ttet's:

to-mine, material in private collections or archives. This short list is
merely a starting point to provide
assistance for those who may r,vish
to step beyond appellate opinions in

This short list [of resources] is merely a starting
point to provide assistance for those who may
wish to step beyond appellate opinions in a search
for the factual complexities of actual cases, and
dirty their hands in the kind of digging that can
sometimes yield "the rest of the story."

The Power oJ the Personal Essay in
Health Poli,cy (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 20O6). Physicians such as Abraham Verghese, Atul Garvande, and
Barron Lerner regularly \4.rite within
this genre.
C. Geertz, "Thick Description: Torvard
an Interpretive Theory of Culture," in
The Interpretation of Cultures : Selected
.Essags (Neu' York: Basic Books, 1973):
at 3-3O. Geertz borrorved that phrase
from philosopher Gilbert Rt'le.
D. S. Davis, "Rich Cases: The Ethics
of Thick Description," Hastings Center

7.

Report 21, no. 4 (July-August 1991):
12-17. This focus on narratir.e detail
much to the rvork of Lhe Annctles
school of French historians, including
such figures as Fernand Braudel and
or.ves

Emmanuel Le Roy Ladulie. Their
thoroughly contextualized histories,

Lawyers' Archives and Records
Occasionally, particularly for cases
that are quite old, the actual records
oflawyers involved in the case you are
studying maybe available. The many

parts of the attorney work product
to be found in a lawyer's file can be
a source of rare but very valuable
insights into how a controversy that
became a case began and made its
way through the court system. Law

1. For
lire

o

8.

Austin. Sarat (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press. 1993 r.

For eramnle the Forrndaliorr Press

has an entire "lar,r. stories" series that
includes ConstittLti.onal Laa Stories
by M. C. Dorf; Ciz:il Procedure Stories
by K. M. Clermont; Property Stories
by G. K. and A. P. Morriss; Tort,s Storles by R. L. Rabin and S. D. Sugarmar' Contract Sfories by D. G. Baird;
AiJministratiue Lau Stories by P. L.
Strauss; Internati,onal Laa Stories by
J. E. No;,es; Eoidence Stories by R. O.
Lempert; Business Tae Stories by S. A.
Bank; Enz:ironmental Laze Sforles by
J. Applegate; and Legal Ethics Stories
by D. L. Rhode. Other publishers have
also embraced the trend.

The meticulous reconstruction of the

The Cigarette Centurg relied on such
an archive.2s

Conclusion
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that explore the narra-

Martha Minow, Michael Ryan, and

litigation in "tobacco cases" described
in Alan Brandt's prizewinning book

that can be found online, rather than
the rich, but perhaps more dilficult-

essays

movemenl. see P. Brooks and P.
Gewirtz, eds., Iaro's Stories: Narratiue
and Rhetori,c in the Lau (New Haven:
Yaie University Press, 1997). .Another
strand ofthat moyement can be traced
to the r.r'ork of the late R. Cover, a
notable example of il'hich is contained
in his book Narratioe, Violence end
the Lart: Tlrc Essays of Robert Coz:er,

lawsuits may also remain intact
after litigation; it represents another
source of intimate factual details.28

This is in no way an exhaustive listing
of the possible resources one might
use to do legal archaeology. Note,
for just one example, that I have said
nothing about legislative documents,
equally available and equally useful in
the detail they may yield to help explain the foundations, the progress,
or aftermath of a case. Additionally, I
have concentrated primarily on items

"high culture" of the court and palace
and revolved around political and diplornatic histor)'. Later /nnales historians sought to resurrect the heretofore
absent "r'oices" ofthe poor and dispossessed. For example, a book like Z/ze
Return of Martin Guerre by N. Zemon
Dar.is demonstrates a method of scholarship that relies on legal documents
to unearth a peasant's tale of misappropriated identity.
See Maute, s?..prc note 3; D. L. Threedli
"Legal Alchaeology: Excavating Cases,
Reconstrncting Context," Tulane Laro
Reaiezo 80, no. 4, (2006): 1197-1238.
1d. (Maute), at 224. l often refer to the
product of legal archaeology as "Paul
Har\.ey history," rvhich provides "the
rest of the storl'." This famous radio
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